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The last page of this exam is a list of terms used in this class, and whose meanings you should 
know.   You may detach that page.   You are asked to answer the questions below, using only the 
terms on that list.  Choose the terms that apply, and only the terms that apply.  You can add other 
words on the side if needed to clarify, but we might ignore them.   
 
Part 1.  Shell games 
 
These examples depict exchanges with a standard shell via a command line with prompt sh$. 
Explain what happens in each case as best you can using only terms from the list.  Order 
matters.  Note: cat is the standard Unix program whose default behavior is to read from stdin and 
write to stdout.   7 points each, 50 points total. 
 
All Part 1 examples: parent shell trap kernel fork child process exec executable program exit 
Foreground cases: parent wait 
Optional: program process group tty inheritance kernel mode 
 
1.  
sh$ cat 
<ctrl-c>       tty read block tty signal kill process group exit 
sh$             OK: interrupt (“sigint”) 
 
2.  
sh$ cat scratch&             argument open error background exit status 
[1] 23746   processID       optional: child exit signal wait 
cat: scratch: No such file or directory 
sh$ 
[1]+  Exit 1                  cat scratch 
sh$ 
 
3.  
sh$  cat >/usr/bin/sudo              redirect stdout open error exit guard authorization  
/usr/bin/sudo: Permission denied     subject process label userID object write executable file 
sh$                                               setuid bit root reference monitor 
 
4.  
sh$ login           login executable setuid bit root process (authentication) setuid userID 
login: chase      fork exec shell label userid 
Password: 
Last login: Sun Feb 17 17:57:19 on ttys006 
sh$ 
 
 
 
 



5.  
sh$ cc -o prog prog.c; ./prog        write executable file 
Segmentation fault                       fork child process exec executable fault kill signal exit 
sh$  
 
 
 
6. 
sh$ notfound                                      exec error exit environment variable (path) current directory 
sh: notfound: command not found 
sh$ 
 
 
7. 
sh$ cat | cat 
 
pipe, fork*2, dup*2, close*4, exec*2, stdin, stdout 
tty stdin read block, pipe stdin read block 
 
Extra credit: How do these cats know when to exit? 
 
read EOF, pipe close, reference count, parent close pipe 
Or signal/kill 
 
8.  Extra credit: What does your browser do when you use websubmit to submit the lab?   
 
socket connect port login 
socket connect port reference monitor guard subject userID 
read file current directory write socket close exit 
 
 
Part 2.  How, what, and why 
 
Answer each question as best you can using only terms from the list.  Order matters.  These 
questions generally apply to the idealized C/Unix environment considered in this class.   8 points 
each, 50 points total. 
 
9. How does a parent program initialize a child process? 
 
open dup close environment variable argument process group tty exec 
 
10. How does the kernel know the userID of your shell? 
 
initd fork exec login executable setuid bit root read userID tty guard setuid label inheritance fork 
exec shell  
 
11. Why does the Chrome browser use a process for each tab? 
 
process thread 
isolation process sandbox virtual address space 
memory fragmentation process exit virtual memory 
 
 
 
 
 



12. What does a ready thread do while it is waiting for a core to run on? 
 
suspend (nothing) 
register context memory 
 
13. What does a thread do while it is waiting for a mutex to become free? 
 
Block (or) spin (in) acquire (until) release wakeup 
 
14. How does the machine notify the kernel of an arriving network packet? 
 
interrupt 
write memory address 
 
 
Part 3. True or false 
 
Answer these questions as true or false.   Please extend your answer with terms from the list, 
e.g., to explain how something can happen, or what prevents it.  8 points each, 40 points total. 
 
 
15.  System calls generally behave like procedure calls: they execute for a time  
and then return to the caller.   
 
True but: exec exit (never return) fork (returns twice) 
 
16. This C program can take over the computer: int main() {while(1);}  [Infinite loop] 
 
False.  clock tick interrupt suspend 
tty kill signal exit 
 
17. A user process can halt (shut down) the computer. 
 
False (not directly): machine kernel mode protection domain isolation 
True (via a privileged command): invoke executable program setuid bit root trap kernel mode 
 
18. A thread can store into the stack of another thread. 
 
True:  thread stack process virtual address space protection domain 
 
 
19. A thread can store into a free heap block. 
 
True: heap process virtual address space protection domain 
 
 
Part 4. That heap manager 
 
For these questions you can answer in any kind of English and/or pseudocode as long as its 
meaning is clear.  You are not restricted to the terms of the list.  20 points each, 60 total. 
 
20. CS:APP says: "applications that do intensive manipulation of graphs will often use the 
standard [heap] allocator to acquire a large block of virtual memory, and then use an application-
specific allocator to manage the memory within that block as the nodes of the graph are created 
and destroyed."   Explain what benefits this approach might offer for this kind of application.  



 
 
If a heap manager knows the sizes for malloc calls then it can manage pools of memory for 
specific object sizes.   It allocates and recycles heap blocks for exactly those sizes.  The 
advantage is that this can virtually eliminate external and internal memory fragmentation, yielding 
more efficient use of memory.  A good technique is to allocate exactly the requested size (plus 
padding for alignment).  Recycle objects on a separate free list for each size. 
 
For example, applications that manipulate very large graphs are likely to use a common struct 
definition (or a small set of struct definitions) for each node in the graph.  The heap blocks for 
every node in the graph are the same size, or chosen from a small set of sizes. 
 
 
21.  CS:APP says: “the [heap] allocator cannot make any assumptions about the ordering of 
allocate [malloc] and free requests. For example, the allocator cannot assume that...matching 
allocate and free requests are nested." 
 
Here is a definition of "nested": for every pair of allocated heap blocks X and Y, if the program 
allocates X before Y, then it frees Y before X. 
 
Outline briefly how you might simplify your heap manager for that case. 
 
The question describes a stack.  For a stack we can allocate exactly the size requested for each 
malloc (plus padding for alignment) by “pushing” a new block at the top of the stack.   The target 
of any call to free is at the top of the stack, so we only need to “pop” it off.  In this case, 
malloc/free reduce to pointer arithmetic operations to grow and shrink the stack by the requested 
size.  Splitting and coalescing occur as a side effect of these operations. 
 
22.  One challenge for your heap manager is that a program might incorrectly pass an address to 
free() that was never allocated, e.g., that was never the return value of a malloc() call.   We saw 
in class that a standard heap manager can detect this error.  Outline briefly how you might extend 
your heap manager to detect this error. 
 
 
The answer I expected was to store a magic number (e.g., 0xdeadbeef) in each heap block 
descriptor (metadata_t).  For any given pointer passed to free, the magic number should reside at 
a fixed offset “behind” the pointer, i.e., at addresses lower than the start of the heap block.   The 
magic number is unlikely to be present unless the pointer references a valid heap block. 
 
Some students said to keep a list or hash table of allocated heap blocks.  That works too.  A hash 
table is obviously preferred. 
 
In general, for all of these questions, I accepted almost any answer that made sense and 
established clearly that you understand how a heap manager works. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The List of Approved Terms 
 
Nouns: machine, core, memory, program, module, code, executable, object file, 
directory, current directory, library, segment, section, VM (virtual address space or virtual 
memory), thread, process, stack, heap, context, register, parent, child, kernel, mode, 
mode bit, setuid, setuid bit, root, handler, event, foreground, background, exit status, 
clock tick, environment variable, argument, scheduler, schedule, subject, object, guard, 
eof, tty, timeslice, stdin, stdout, process group, job, identity, attribute, malware, sandbox, 
init, inetd, shell, channel, port, principal, capability, connection, race, worker, stub, error, 
userID, processID, dangling reference, reference count, address. 
 
Verbs: wakeup, spin, sbrk, fork, exec*, exit, wait*, dup*, open, bind, listen, connect, 
accept, read, write, malloc/free, dispatch, suspend, kill* (send signal), close, poll, chdir, 
invoke, return, acquire, release. 
 
These words can be verbs or nouns: trap, fault, interrupt, block, pipe, socket, upcall, 
signal, load/store, login, label. 
 
Conditions and concepts: fragmentation, isolation, authorization, inheritance, thread-
safe, redirection, protection domain, reference monitor 
 
 
 
 
 
 


